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Chevy stroker motors have been with us since almost day one but are hardly what you would
call common. So popular was this stroker conversion that the supply of donor cranks soon
became an issue but Scat stepped in and saved the day by introducing a superior cast-steel
crank at a cost less than a stock crank. Building a stroker was now so cost effective that the
became a major part of the Chevy small-block culture. Such results on the asphalt dyno tell us
in no uncertain terms that TWPE must be somewhere close to the top of the field when it comes
to building power. In simple terms, winning performances in such a competitive arena are
achieved by continually pushing the envelope. That same mind-set applies to the engines that
Walters sells to his customers. For those who could afford the additional cost of a forged crank
even more inches from a were on the table, still at a cost-effective price. If a is possible, then
why go for anything smaller? First, stuffing a 4. Roughly speaking, four out of every 10 blocks
fail the water jacket pressure test when the bottom of the bores and the pan rails are cut to clear
a 4. For a only about one out of 10 fails the pressure test. This means anyone contemplating a
has to pay part of the cost of a 40 percent block scrap rate. This considerably ups the price for
block prep of a The next factors to consider are those of geometry. Cubes gained from a stroke
increase have a small but, at the limit, significant negative in the way of piston friction. With a 4.
It delivers a rod-to-stroke ratio of 1. The short rod-to-stroke ratio means more piston side thrust
and this, added to the fact that the crank is going to drag that piston farther up and down the
bore, simply compounds the friction situation. The result is that although a can deliver, getting
the best from a 4. So where do we stand if the stroke is limited to 3. First, using a 3. But this
shorter stroke and a slightly better rod-to-stroke ratio cuts down on side thrust and means less
piston-to-wall friction. Also at this displacement, top end output is dictated more by the cylinder
heads than the displacement. At the end of the day the should make as good a top end as a and
have a torque output equivalent of about 8 cubes less than a All this comes with greater
reliability and a lot less cash investment in the block. For cranks and rods Walters works almost
exclusively with Scat and not unexpectedly they have some major contributions toward the
justification of the as a top choice for a stroker deal. Because of their extensive experience in
the stroker business Scat continually strives to design cranks and rods that allow the most to
be achieved within the confines of a crankcase. The bottom line here is that if Walters is right,
we should get a that delivers as good or maybe a shade better in terms of peak power while
only sacrificing torque consistent with about 8, not 12, cubes less. To build big power numbers,
it requires a stout block, so the starting point for a TWPE is eliminating the less-than-desirable
candidates by means of sonic testing. After a block has been selected it goes through all the
procedures one would expect of a top-dollar race engine. This includes cutting the clearances
for the rods and the subsequent psi pressure testing. The heart of this stroker build is the Scat
3. There is considerably more to the design of a crank than you may at first suspect. For strokes
as long as or longer than that of the small-block 3. This may not be an issue for a grannymobile
but it can be for a high-rpm race unit. Most small-block Chevy cranks have insufficient
counterbalance mass for the two inner cylinders. Being aware of this, Scat designed a crank
that has the potential to be internally balanced to achieve the best possible solution. To make
the counterbalance more effective, hollow rod journals are employed. Although designed to be
internally balanced the Scat crank still needs to be teamed with appropriate rods and pistons.
First the pistons, not only must they be tough, have a top-notch ring package, but also be light
to fall in line with an internal balance job. Why Total Seal? Now we come to the rods. This is a
critical aspect of the build. The problem with many rods is that they require a lot of block cutting
to give the bolt shoulder clearance with both the block and the camshaft. In addition to this, the
bolt head also runs into the pan rail so that also needs to be cut for clearance. The Scat stroker
rod aggressively addresses these issues. The result is that the rod actually has as much as 0. It
takes next to nothing in the way of effort to order a reduced base circle cam. As Walters will tell
you in short order a lot of effort went into the utilization of as big a base circle cam as possible
in his Pro Stockers. The reason is that the bigger base circle cams allow for more lifter
acceleration before roller lifter side thrust limitations are reached. Also, preserving as large a
base circle as possible allows for a more aggressive profile a key element in power production
while still retaining streetable reliability. So, in a secondary way, the Scat rod combined with the
3. The cam is a subject discussed in more detail below, but for now it should be clear that in
addition to costing a lot less than a stroker this is looking good in the way of output potential.
Compared to a stock mill, this engine has a lot of cubes to fill. Without exceptionally good
heads those cubes will be starved of air and be underutilized. The intake runners started at an
average of cc and, when finished, at cc so not much came out of them. The key here was flow
from an efficient port and not a big port, that way the port velocity was higher. This has the
benefit of delivering better low-speed output as well as enhancing the top end. Also, a
high-efficiency intake valve seat was used that delivers low and mid range flow figures more

akin to a 2. Conceptually, the exhaust ports were the same as the intakes in as much as they
were modified for maximum flow from a highly efficient shape rather than just a big port.
Velocity probing showed that the velocity distribution across the port was far more even than
most heads we have seen. This is yet another factor toward good low-speed manners. There are
four factors that dictate whether or not a valvetrain can be considered successful. These are
reliability, valve event timing, valve lift, and, of course, cost. These profiles are fairly aggressive
to make really good power yet, when accompanied by appropriate valvetrain parts, pack the
reliability to be streetable. Part of this reliability equation is the fact that the Scat rod will allow
the use of a stock base circle cam. This not only cuts block-wearing side-loads but also
improves dynamics. The lobes are on a LCA and, because of the strong low- and mid-lift flow of
the Dart heads, the cam was timed in at 1 degree retarded instead of the more normal 4 degrees
advanced. Just for the record, there is about 12 hp and an equal number of lb-ft difference
between these two timing points. These are made by PAC for a third party, which is where
Walters sources them. With only moderate spring forces on the seat and over the nose net lift is
0. This means it has plenty of margin for the 7, redline as our Just like everything else, there is
nothing inconsequential about the induction system. The engine was loaded on the dyno and
broken in. Next, it was given a post break-in service and made ready for some serious pulls.
After optimizing cam timing, fuel, and ignition this pumped out hp and lb-ft of torqueall on pump
gas. First, a stroker is supposed to be about making torque. Sure, any stroker will make more
torquethe question here really is did it make as much as it should have? A good torque output
per cube for a streetable That means to qualify as good our needed to make to lb-ft. It made lb-ft
so on that basis it scored very well. As for horsepower, anything that is truly a street driver that
makes 1. Our made 1. TWPE can also supply parts and subassemblies at very competitive
prices. Treat your classic Corvette to a professional dyno shop super tune. We upgrade the
cooling system in our big-blockâ€”powered Camaro using a Frostbite aluminum radiator, dual
SPAL electric fans, and a Weiand water pump. In part 3 of our junkyard 4. Here are the 14
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Performance. Discussion in ' Competition Camaros ' started by 79Z , Dec 27, Dec 27, 1.
Messages: 1, Likes Received: 0. Dec 27, 2. Messages: 4, Likes Received: 4. What kind of
differences are you looking for? There's obviously 13 more cubic inches in a , more torque and
more horsepower. You would build a over a for the same reasons you would build a over a I
doubt seriously that you'll find a back-to-back comparison of the motors. Dec 27, 3. Messages:
18, Likes Received: Member "Goat" has one hes still working the bugs out but its strong and he
drives it to work regularly. Dec 27, 4. Messages: 16, Likes Received: 2. Not many of them
around, but it sounds like a good buildup. Dec 27, 5. Messages: 10, Likes Received: 0. If you
think 3. Compromising the rod integrity is going to be the biggest concern. That much stroke is
not an application for a stock rod with the crap ground off the shoulder. Ask around at what rod
is being used with that stroke. Dec 27, 6. Messages: 15, Likes Received: Pretty much what Marv
said. Without a doubt the WILL make more torque than a , but there is a lot more to worry about.
Dec 29, 7. Messages: 1, Likes Received: Yep, my last engine build was a 3. Lots of grinding on
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the cylinders, but I got lucky and everything ended up swinging nicely. I used a callies crank
with Howards 6" rods - worked out good. I guess that rod stretched a wee bit too much But the
JE pistons seemed to not mind. I replaced the plug and it's doing fine - be interesting to see
what it looks like next time I pull the heads. Dec 29, 8. Messages: 8, Likes Received: Goat, I
wouldn't sweat it too much. After pulling heads on GM's 6. They have cast pistons, and it never
hurt them. Dec 29, 9. Dec 29, Ya, It's a little unnerving to run a diesel to WOT with it sounding
like it is gonna hammer itself to death. But you can hear the glow plug chunks going into the
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